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element and the class ".blah-class". I've tried mocking.blah-class to be DOM node, but I'm not able to. function render(){ const curr_body = document.body const all_elements = curr_body.getElementsByClassName("blah-class") for(i = 0; i { curr_body.removeChild(element) }) } I am passing the DOM node into the render()

function, but it needs to be retrieved from the DOM node. I've made the assumption of the function being mocked, but it is not. jest.spyOn(document, 'body', () => ({ getElementsByClassName: () => undefined })) I've also made a mock of the DOM node, but it is still undefined when I try to wrap it. A: You cannot use spyOn to
stub out a method of the node, because the node is not a function. To mock a node without stubbing a method, use a sandbox. You have three options: 1. Manually: Run a quick test to make sure your loop will iterate: function render(){ const curr_body = document.body const all_elements =

curr_body.getElementsByClassName("blah-class") all_elements.forEach
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A: The programmaliciousscript.txt you have provided, contains information describing and illustrating in detail, a malicious binary obtained from the Internet. Please disregard it as it is irrelevant to the issue you are currently facing. Upon further investigation, the item you are attempting to remove was part of a larger executable compiled with VC++ 2005 by a different
user. The executable itself contained a large number of programs, all under the same user account. This is why it was not being properly cleaned. The alternative to this solution, is to scan and remove ALL executables belonging to the same user account. Best of luck. /** * @file DInputD.h * @author Ambroz Bizjak * * @section LICENSE * * Redistribution and use in
source and binary forms, with or without * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright * notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. * 3. Neither the name of the author nor the * names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products * derived from this software without specific prior written permission. * * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED * WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE * DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY * DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; * LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND * ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN 0cc13bf012
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A: If you're on the command line, you can pipe the output to less: cat $output | less If you're on a GUI, you can have the GUI read the text of the output file and then display it in the GUI. That's possible with some text editors, with the easy way being something like Notepad++. Another possibility is to pipe the data to a file instead of to the terminal; that's what less
does. Blogging for Young Professionals by Sam McLain Menu #TechEd (I) Attendees: 563 New attendees: 166 Attendees the last time: 371 Happy New Year, Bloggers! Today I’ll be flying out to Las Vegas for #TechEd. I’m looking forward to a little R&R, but I do hope that I make some new connections with some of you. If you’d like to meet up, shoot me an email at

liz@sammclain.com or tweet me at @SamMcLain. I’m excited to say that I’ll be running a live blogging session on the TechEd site tomorrow (as opposed to the regular streamed sessions). The session will be an overview of Windows Azure coming straight from the people behind the project: Technical Lead of Windows Azure: Jeff Garzik, President of the Apache Software
Foundation Jeff will provide an in-depth look at Windows Azure from a technical perspective, including a look at the platform itself, how it can be deployed, how developers can use it, and the road ahead as Windows Azure continues to grow and evolve. I’ll also have a chance to talk with some of the people behind the project. For those of you with nothing better to do, I’ll
be sending out an Email Blast at the end of the session. Feel free to let me know whether or not you’d like to be part of it. Speaking of the Email Blast, I’ve got some great prizes up my sleeve. These are contest prizes that I’m giving away via my “Sam’s Prize Box.” I’m giving away a $100 iTunes Gift Card, a $100 Microsoft Store gift card, a $50 Amazon gift card, and a

$50 Visa gift card. The winners will be selected at the
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